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Introduction
The application under consideration is a Sign Program and Sign Exception for 231 Petaluma
Avenue, a three-tenant commercial building between the Feed Store and CVS.
Background:
The subject project is being referred to the Design Review Board (Board) by the City Council for
review and recommendation of a sign program and sign exception for a commercial center at
231 Petaluma Ave. The structure at 231 Petaluma Ave. is part of the larger CVS project and
settlement agreement. The agreement states that the City Council is the Design Review body
for any design review items required for both the CVS building and the adjacent multi-tenant
building at 231 Petaluma Ave. The CVS Subcommittee has requested that the Board review the
application and provide a recommendation to them and the City Council.
Project Description and Direct Analysis:
The applicant is requesting a Sign Program and Sign Exception. The purpose of a Sign
Program is to create consistency and continuity of materials, design, location while allowing
flexibility for a multitenant building within what is allowed by the Sign Ordinance. Sign programs
also allow for signs that are consistent with the sign program to be approved at a staff level.
A Sign Exception allows for unique signage of exceptional design that will enhance the
area/building or to allow for signage that is more consistent with the architecture and
development of the site, or site context, or is appropriate given the nature of the business.
The application has requested a Sign Exception to allow a third sign on the endcap tenant
spaces that have three frontages with entrances.
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The sign program proposes the following signage regulations:
Tenant Signage:
1. All signs are to be 2” deep reverse pan-channel construction with aluminum faces and
returns, with 2700 Kelvin white LED Halo Lighting (externally illuminated with no light
shining through the sign faces).
2. The Building is restricted to a maximum of 175 sq. ft. of signage.
3. No individual sign/lease frontage may exceed 35 sq. ft. in area.
4. Each tenant may have a total of a minimum of 35 sq. ft. and a maximum of 85 sq. ft. of
sign area for all signs on all elevations of their lease space.
5. The lettering for the signs may be up to 28” in height, while logos may be up to 30” in
height.
6. Sign length may not exceed 75% of the horizontal storefront.
7. Signs are to be centered above an entry storefront door, or window bay.
8. Signs are generally to be centered vertically on the façade, with exceptions for visual
enhancement to be allowed only with written approval of the Landlord.
9. Tenants are allowed one 1 sign per lease frontage, i.e.: an in-line tenant is allowed 1
sign on the front and 1 sign on the rear. The end cap tenants are allowed an additional
sign on the end cap frontage, as long as the total area for their signs does not exceed
the maximum allowed per tenant and they have an entrance on that elevation.
Staff Analysis:
The current proposal is consistent with the approved signage for the site (Peet’s Coffee and
Supercuts), in that the approved signs are 2” deep reverse pan-channel construction with
aluminum faces and returns; 2700 Kelvin white LED Halo Lighting; the individual signs are less
than 35 sq. ft. in area; the signs are horizontally centered either above window bays or the entry
doors; the signs are centered vertically on facades; and comply letter/copy heights.
The main changes to the sign regulations are that the Sign Program:
a. Establishes a maximum sign size of 35 sq. ft. per individual sign/lease frontage.
b. Establishes a minimum (35 sq. ft.) and a maximum (85 sq. ft.) sign area per tenant.
c. Signs cannot exceed 75% of the width of the lease frontage.
d. Establishes a maximum height for logos and copy.
e. Allows the two endcap tenants with entrances on each side to have a third sign (subject
to approval of the Sign Exception request).
Staff generally finds the proposal appropriate, but would recommend modifying Item 8 and 9,
listed above, as follows:
8. Signs are generally to be centered vertically on the façade, with exceptions for visual
enhancement to be allowed only with written approval of the Landlord and Planning
Department.
9. Tenants are allowed 2 signs, with exception of the endcap tenant on the west elevation which
is permitted 3 signs.
Staff is supportive of the Sign Exception for the endcap tenant on the west elevation (currently
Peet’s Coffee) due to the architectural design of this tenant space, which has publicly accessible
entrances at each of the elevations where signs are proposed, and are on a highly visible
location. This is differentiated from the east endcap tenant space, which does not have an entry
or window bays on the north elevation where a third sign / Sign Exception is proposed.
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Window Signs:
• Window signs may be used to indicate hours of operation, suite or street address,
open/closed, and relevant information.
• Maximum letter height shall be 2” with exception for open/closed signs and suite address
identification which shall not exceed a 6” cap height.
• The aggregate square footage of all window signs shall not exceed 25% of the surface
area of the window on which it is placed.
• Window signs shall be vinyl graphics and in one of the following colors: gold, aluminum,
silver, copper leaf, or white.
• Window signs shall not be illuminated.
Staff Analysis:
The Sign Ordinance exempts permanent window signs which are clearly incidental to the
conduct of business, such as the days and hours of operation, and payment decals; provided,
that the signs are not illuminated and are no more than one square foot in size.
Staff would recommend the following modifications: 1) establishing a maximum size of 1 sq. ft.
per window sign; and 2) modifying the first bullet point to say “…and relevant information that
does not involve advertisement of goods and services, including business names and brands”.
Sign Ordinance Consistency:
1. §17.120.050(A)(3) - General sign standards and regulations. The width of a building
frontage on a public street or right-of-way, excluding alleys or service ways, shall be
used to calculate the allowable sign area. (See Table 17.120-1.) If a building houses
more than one tenant space, the total sign area permitted for each tenant space shall be
calculated as follows:

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

Total Allowable Sign Area (based on total building frontage)
Number of Tenant Spaces

Example: If a building has 50 feet of frontage and four tenant spaces, including two on
the ground floor area and two on the second story, the sign area for each tenant space
would be calculated as follows: 15.625 square feet/tenant space. The proportional
distribution of sign area that is allowed for each individual tenant space may be modified
through a comprehensive approved sign program.
The applicant has requested a sign program to allow more flexibility with the distribution
of sign square footage amongst the tenants. Under the Sign Ordinance each tenant
space is allotted 1/3 (58.33 sq. ft.) of the total sign allowance for the building (175 sq. ft.),
regardless of the size of the frontage.
This proposed Sign Program would maintain the same sign allowance (175 sq. ft.), but
will establish parameters that will limit the signage throughout the building, such as: 1)
establishing a minimum tenant signage requirement of 35 sq. ft. and a maximum of 85
sq. ft.; 2) limiting signage to no more than 75% of the horizontal tenant frontage; 3)
restricting the letter heights to maximum of 28” and 30” for logos; and 4) establishing a
maximum individual sign limit of 35 sq. ft.
Staff is supportive of this proposal but is seeking the Board’s input on whether: 1) a
minimum sign height should be established to create a more uniform design throughout
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the center, or whether the potential variety would be better; and 2) whether the program
should explicitly establish a sign allotment per tenant space or allow the more flexible
distribution of signage amongst tenants.
Examples:
The in-line tenant (Supercuts) has a store frontage of 14.5’. The 75% restriction limits
the maximum length of the sign is 10.875’. Assuming the sign does not have a logo and
is utilizing the maximum letter height (28”), the maximum sq. ft. on a single elevation
would be 25.375 sq. ft. The sign on the reverse elevation would be required to be a
minimum 9.625 sq. ft., to comply with the minimum sign area, and would be restricted to
a maximum of 25.375 sq. ft.
The Peet’s Coffee tenant space has three frontages with entrances, the largest sign that
this tenant space may have is 35 sq. ft. Should they desire to have three identical signs
on each frontage, each sign would be restricted to 28.33 sq. ft. for a total sign area of 85
sq. ft., this is assuming the Building’s overall sign area does not exceed 175 sq. ft.
2. §17.120.050(C) - Lighting of Signs. 1. No sign shall be illuminated with such intensity as
to prevent normal perception of objects, buildings, streets and other signs in the
immediate area. 2. External illumination is preferred over internal illumination in all
zoning districts. Internally illuminated signs must be reviewed and approved by the
Design Review Board, and are generally not allowed within the CD Central Core District,
within any residential district, or in proximity to an existing residential use. 3. No
backlighting of the panel(s) is allowed on internally illuminated signs unless the
background has been rendered opaque, allowing light through the letters and logo only.
This limitation does not apply to theater marquee signs or similar signs, as determined
by the Planning Director.
The sign program proposes to allow halo lighting with a warm white (2700 Kelvin) glow
around the opaque letters. The Peet’s Coffee and Supercuts sign applications were
required to be illuminated with 2700K.
Staff is seeking the Board’s recommendation on whether the illumination should be
restricted to 2700K or if a range of Kelvins should be established. Staff, and prior City
Council review, desired a consistent lighting within the building.
3. §17.120.060(B) - Sign Program. An integrated sign program, which provides for a
consistency and continuity of materials, design, location, and manner of attachment for
tenant signs, is required for all office or light industrial centers or parks, multi-tenant
commercial or industrial buildings, or shopping centers. Individual tenant signs proposed
as part of a multi-tenant sign shall include the business name and not more than three
additional words to identify the purpose of the business, for example “SMITH’S Bar and
Grill” or “LENS CRAFTERS one hour service”.
For sign programs that include a monument sign, the maximum square footage of the
sign shall be limited to 50 square feet for signs representing five or fewer tenants, and
100 square feet for signs representing six or more tenants. The monument sign square
footage shall be in addition to the maximum allowable sign square footage (175 sq. ft.).
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The sign program shall be consistent with the standards defined below for the zoning
district in which the development is located, and shall be approved by the Design
Review Board prior to the approval of any individual sign within said center, park, or
building.
The project involves the creation of a new sign program for the three-tenant commercial
building. No Monument signs are proposed.
4. §17.120.060(C)(2) - Permitted Signs. This section allows for a maximum of two window,
awning, wall, or fascia business identification signs are permitted for each ground floor
use or tenant.
The sign program as proposed would allow the tenants to have one sign per leased
frontage with an entrance. This request will require a sign exception for the sign program
as it would allow more than two signs for a tenant. As proposed, this would only allow
the Peet’s Coffee tenant space to have a third sign. However, endcap tenant on the east
elevation (vacant) could be allowed an additional sign should they add an entrance on
their north elevation.
Staff is supportive of allowing three signs for the Peet’s Coffee tenant space as the
tenant space has three well designed elevations, each with a public entrance and would
fit the architecture of the building. However, staff has concern with the proposed
language in that the endcap tenant on the east elevation would be allowed additional
signage if an entrance were added to the north elevation. Additionally, the north
elevation by this tenant space is currently where the dumpster located and does not
appear to fit the architecture of the building.
5. §17.120.020(B) – Permits, fees, and exceptions. The purpose of the exceptions section
is to allow flexibility to the sign regulations while still fulfilling the purpose of the
regulations. Creative design is encouraged by the provisions of this chapter, therefore an
exception from these regulations may be approved consistent with the following findings:
a. The exception will allow a unique sign of exceptional design or style that will
enhance the area or building, or that will be a visible landmark; or
b. The exception will allow a sign that is more consistent with the architecture and
development of the site, or site context, or is appropriate given the nature of the
business; or
c. The granting of the exception will not constitute the granting of a special privilege
inconsistent with the sign limitations upon other properties in the same vicinity
and district.
It is important to note that the required findings “a” through “c” end in “or”, which means
that the Board needs to determine at least one of the required findings is met for the
exception to be approved; the sign does not need to meet all three criteria.
The applicant has provided their finding, which has been abbreviated below and
provided as an attachment
We feel the request meets finding B which states: The exception will allow a sign that is
more consistent with the architecture and development of the site, or site context, or is
appropriate given the nature of the business.
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This building is a multi-tenant building and at least one of the corner tenant spaces has a
public entrance on all sides. As of the writing of this letter, the other space if unoccupied.
The sign plan is written so that if this tenant has an entrance on the end, they may add a
sign over that entrance. The architecture of the building is designed for signage on these
elevations, and the signs are being placed over the entrances or facing street or parking
lot frontages, which will mark the parking areas and entrances for the public.
Staff is supportive of allowing three signs for the Peet’s Coffee tenant space as the
tenant space has three well designed elevations, each with a public entrance and would
fit the architecture of the building. However, staff has concern with allowing the east
elevation endcap tenant to have signage on the north elevation as it does not appear to
be consistent with the current architecture of the building, in that this is where the
dumpster. Additionally, staff has concerns that the current language is rather broad in
that an “entrance” is the determining factor for the third sign, which could be
misconstrued to include a service door. At the very least staff would encourage
modifying the language to clarify that the entrance shall be a publicly accessible
entrance.
Public Comment:
No public comments on the application have been received as of writing this report.
City Departmental Comment:
No comments or concerns on the application have been received from City departments as of
writing this report.
Environmental Review:
This project is categorically exempt from the requirements of CEQA pursuant to Section 15311,
Class 11, which exempts the installation of on-premise signs.
Required Findings:
Design Review/Sign Program: Section 17.450.030(B) of the Zoning Ordinance establishes the
following Design Review Procedure: In considering an application for design review, the Design
Review Board, or the Planning Director, as the case may be, shall determine whether:
a) The design of the proposal would be compatible with the neighborhood or and with the
general visual character of Sebastopol.
b) The design provides appropriate transitions and relationships to adjacent properties and
the public right of way.
c) It would not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the neighborhood,
d) The design is internally consistent and harmonious.
e) The design is in conformity with any guidelines and standards adopted pursuant to this
Chapter.
Sign Exception: Section 17.120.020(B)(3) of the Zoning Ordinance states that the Design
Review Board may grant a Sign Exception based on the following criteria:
a) The exception will allow a unique sign of exceptional design or style that will enhance
the area or building, or that will be a visible landmark; or
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b) The exception will allow a sign that is more consistent with the architecture and
development of the site; or site context; or is appropriate given the nature of the
business; or
c) The granting of the exception will not constitute the granting of a special privilege
inconsistent with the sign limitations upon other properties in the same vicinity and Zone
District.
Analysis:
Sign Program:
Staff finds that the Sign Program is generally acceptable, but specifically requests the Board’s
input on the following items, as well as any other items the Board has concern with:
1. Whether the language regarding vertical placement of signs should require Planning
approval.
Ex: “Signs are generally to be centered vertically on the façade, with exceptions
for visual enhancement to be allowed only with written approval of the Landlord
and Sebastopol Planning Department”.
2. Whether the language regarding the number of allowed signs should be modified to
restrict the number of signs based on the current architecture.
Ex: “Tenants are allowed 2 signs, with exception of the endcap tenant on the
west elevation who is permitted 3 signs”.
3. Whether the sign program should establish a minimum sign height.
4. Whether the proposed illumination is appropriate of if a range of Kelvins should be
allowed.
5. Whether a maximum a maximum window sign size should be established.
Ex: Window signs shall be limited to 1 sq. ft. per window sign.
6. Whether the window sign section should be modified to further detail what is “relevant
information”.
Ex: “Window signs may be used to indicate hours of operation, suite or street
address, open/closed, and relevant information that does not involve
advertisement of goods and services”.
Sign Exception:
Staff is supportive of the ign exception for the Peet’s Coffee tenant space as the space has
three highly visible public entrances and the additional signage would be consistent with the
architecture and development of the site. However, as previously discussed staff has concerns
with allowing the third sign for the vacant tenant space (located along the east side of the
building), as there is currently no public entrance or window bays along the north elevation of
this tenant space and that the sign would be above the dumpsters. Staff is seeking the Board’s
input on the appropriateness of the sign exception and whether the proposed language is
appropriate or whether the language should be revised to restrict the additional signage to the
Peet’s Coffee tenant space only.
Conclusion:
The Board should review the application and staff report, address staff’s identified concerns, as
well as any concerns of the Board, and provide a recommendation to the City Council.
Attachments:
Site Photos
Master Planning Application
Sign Program
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Sign Exception Findings
Approved Signage
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South Elevation
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SIGN APPLIGATION FORM
FonCITY USE ONLY

PROJECT INFORMATION:
PLANNTNG Fr15

231 Petaluma, Sebastapol, CA 95473

ADDRESS

DATEFILED:

#: ?s4

Oq.?O.2,O

TOTAL FEES PRIO:

Pancel #:

/ cB1

$

<BF

RECEIVED

PeRcel

DATE APPLICATION

Anen:

DEEMED COMPLETE:

OWNER OF PROPERTY
IF OTHER THAN APPLICANT:

APPLICANT OR AGENT:
Name: United Sign Systems

Name:

ArmstrongDevelopment

Address: Charlene Westbrook

Email Addre"". David@UnitedSign. net

Email

Mailing Address: 5201 Pentecost Dr

Mailing Address:

City/State/Zip:

Modesto

cA 95356

2400 Del Paso Avenue

City/State/Zip: Sacramento, CA 95834
(916) 643-9610

phone: 209-543-1320

Phone:

Fax:

Fax:

Business License #:

Business License #:

Signature:

De'd

Ra/4dn(/l

Signature

Clt e.-

u)nodroud

I ceftify that this application is being made with my consent.

Date: April17,2020

Date:

412112020

OTHER PERSONS TO BE NOTIFIED: (lnclude Agents, Architects, Engineerc, etc.).
Name:

Name

EmailAddress:

EmailAddress

Mailing Address

Mailing Address:

City/State/Zip

City/State/Zip

Phone:

Phone

Fax:

Fax:
Master Plaming Application Form,/2015-16 Planning Fees/Last updated: 9/12/17 @ I l:38 AM

Page I

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
DESGRIBE lN DETAIL: the proposed sign project and permit request. (Attach additional pages, if needed)
Master Sign Program for the shopping center at 231 Petaluma

Please describe existing uses (businesses, residences, etc.) and other structures on the property:

Small retail shopping center.

DEVELOPMENT DATA
Souene Feer Burr-ornc Exsrr'rc:
BUTLDTNG

Fnorurace

(rru

reer):

# oF SIGNS CURRENTLY ON PROPERW

ExrsrNG SrGN TYPE(s):

Channel letters, matching the proposed new sign program criteria. lncluding
Peet's Coffee, and Supercuts. Drawings for both included with this
submittal.

Storefronts

ExrsrNG Srcr.r LocnroN(s):

Sror Srze(s):

Hercnr:

Hercnr:

Hercnr:

Hercnr:

LENGTH

Leructr:

Lerern

Lercrn:

Hercnr:

Hercnr:

HEIGHT:

Hercxr:

Lerucnr:

Lencrn

Lercrx

Lercrn

Unknown

# oF SIGNS PRoPoSED

*PRoPosED SrcN TYPE(s)

PRoPoSED SrcN

LocAroN(s)

Srcr Srze(s):

Channel letters

Storefronts

ls lllulvrnaroN PRoposED? n

YEs !

No

NOre: III-uIvIINATED SIGNS ARE SUBJEGT To DESIGN REVIEw

*Types of signs:

FREESTANDING, wALL,

pRoJEclNG (HANGING), wtNDow, AwNtNG, FASctA, SANDWtcH; TEMpoRARy stcNs
(LrMrrED To 30 DAYS): BANNER.

Master Planning Application Form/2015- 16 Planning

Fees

/Last updatedl 9/l2l17 @ ll:38 AM

Page 2

ADDITIONAL REQUIRED MATERIALS:

[ ] LocAToN

INDTGATE THE

MAP

suBJEcr enncel(s)

AND ADJAGENT STREETS.

I I S|GN lnverronv:

DETAILS ON ALL THE PROPOSED SIGNS: INCLUDING TYPE, HEIGHT, WDTH, DEPTH,
AREA AND HEtcHT ABOVE FtN|SHED GRADE, LOCATTONS OF ALL EXISTING AND PROPOSED SIGNS,
wpE oF MATERAL(S), AND ANY METHoD oF ILLUMINATIoN.

[

DETAILED SCALED DRAWINGS OF ALL PROPOSED SIGNS, INDICATING THE LETTER SWLE, COLOR
scHEME, GABINET coloRs, AND MATERTAL sPEclFlcATloNs. HEIGHT ABovE GRADE MUsr

] Srctr DErArLs

ALSO BE SHOWN.

[ ] Srre Pnotocnnpns:

Cleenly sHow rHE vtEws oF AND FRoM THE pRoJEcr, tNcLUDtNG EXtslNG stcNs. INcLUDE
A KEY MAP INDICATING WHERE THE PICTURES WERE TAKEN FROM AND IN WHAT DIRECTION THEY
WERE TAKEN. LABEL ACCORDINGLY.

IN

DEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

As part of this application, applicant agrees to defend, indemnify, release and hold harmless the City, its agents, officers,

attorneys, employees, boards and commissions from any claim, action or proceeding brought against any of the foregoing
individuals or entities, the purpose of which is to attack, set aside, void or annul the approval of this application or the
adoption of the environmental document which accompanies it or otherwise arises out of or in connection with the City's
action on this application. This indemnification shall include, but not be limited to, damages, costs, expenses, attorney fees
or expert witness fees that may be asserted by any person or entity, including the applicant, arising out of or in connection
with the City's action on this application, whether or not there is concurrent passive or active negligence on the part of the
City.

lf, for any reason any portion of this indemnification agreement is held to be void or unenforceable by a court of competent
jurisdiction, the remainder of the agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

2a-"/ EarrthL
Applicant's Signature

.%P-D31

4t23t2o

Planning File Number

Date Signed

NOTE: The purpose of the indemnification agreement is to allow the City to be held harmless in terms of potential legal
costs and liabilities in conjunction with permit processing and approval.

NOTICE OF MAILING:
Email addresses or facsimiles will be used for sending out staff reports and agendas to applicants, their representatives,
property owners, and others to be notified.
Please sign and acknowledge you have been notified of the Notice of Mailing for applications and have provided
an email address or fax number.

Pa*t/ rezrrehL

David Randolph

Signature

Printed Name

c E Tv ED
0

AP

?020

EY
NOTE: lt is the responsibility of the applicant and their representative to be aware of an abide by City laws and policies.
City staff, Boards, Commissions, and the City Council will review applications as required by law; however the applicant has
responsibility for determining and following applicable regulations.

Master Plaming Application Fonr./2015- 16 Planning

Fees

/Last updated: 9/l2l17 @

I I :38

AM
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ARMSTRONG SEBASTOPOL
SEBASTOPOL, CA

MASTER SIGN PROGRAM
For 231 Petaluma Blvd.

Issued By

Armstrong Development
March 2020
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ARMSTRONG SEBASTOPOL
Master Sign Program

CONTENTS

1.0

Design Guide -Purpose

2.0

Design Specifications: All Tenants

2.1

General Construction Specifications

2.2

Electrical and Illumination

2.3

Installation and Removals

3.0

General Sign Provisions
3.1
3.3

Tenant Signage
Permanent Window Graphics

4.0

Submittals & Review

4.1

Prohibited Signs/Banners

4.2

Tenant Responsibilities

Prepared by:
David Randolph
United Signs Systems
Sacramento, California
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SEBASTOPOL: Retail Signage Design Requirements

1.0 Purpose
Signage is a crucial element for the identity of this project and its merchants. The purpose of this sign
program is to ensure that the signage is presented with diversity and creativity while maintaining
standards that achieve consistency throughout the center.
The guidelines established for tenants will provide a coordinated sign system to communicate
information in a distinctive and aesthetically pleasing manner. The visual consistency that this
criterion creates will minimize confusion and confirm an image of quality, uniting all the individual
establishments within the center.
It shall be the responsibility of each tenant to submit design drawings of the proposed signage first to
the Landlord for its written and/or stamped approval and subsequently to the City of Sebastopol for
approval prior to the installation of any signage. The use of professional designers and/or sign
companies to prepare these drawings will be required. The guidelines and requirements for the
submittal process are located in section 4.0 "Submittals and Review".

2.0 Design Specifications / All Tenants
All signs, both permanent and temporary, shall be reviewed for conformance with these guidelines
and overall design quality. Approval or disapproval of sign submittals shall remain the right of the
Landlord and the City of Sebastopol.
The square footage of individually applied letters for primary tenant identification is defined as the
area contained within the smallest rectangles that will enclose each letter or logo. Sign content shall
be limited to the Tenant's name and primary graphic logo unless specifically provided for herein.
Temporary signage may include specific grand opening or sale language as approved by the
Landlord and City of Sebastopol Planning Department.
Notwithstanding the following Sign Provisions, Tenants may utilize standard corporate logos and/or
prototypical signage graphics, subject to approval of the Landlord and City of Sebastopol.
All signage on the building fascia, with exception of certain logo/graphics, shall be of individual 2”
deep reverse pan channel letters internally illuminated with 2700 Kelvin LED lighting. All signs shall
have opaque faces and be internally illuminated to create a halo around each letter or graphic
element. No face lit channel letters or cabinet signs will be permitted. Signage illumination shall not
include flashing, moving or scintillating effects.
All permanent signs must be dimensional. Signs painted directly onto the building will not be
permitted. Temporary signs may be banners approved by the Landlord and the Sebastopol Planning
Department and must maintain a minimum of seven feet six inches between grade and bottom edge
of banner as measured from sidewalk or pavement.
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Fascia signs shall be located above each storefront or building elevation centered on entry doors or
window bays, or if no doors or windows, as approved by the Landlord and Sepastopol Planning
Department. In no case may a sign extend beyond the roof parapet or adjacent building eave line.
Signs are not allowed on or against any roof structures.

2.1 General Construction Specifications
Signs must be constructed and installed to meet or exceed all applicable codes and City requirements.
All signs shall be constructed, installed and maintained at the Tenant's expense.
All exterior signs shall be secured by concealed fasteners; bolts, fasteners, clips, and conduits shall
be generally hidden from public view. If exposed, all sign fasteners shall be countersunk flush with
the adjacent metal surface and are to be painted to match the exterior color of the surface on which
they are mounted. Fasteners in the face of any letter or graphic element are not allowed.
All building fascia signs shall be attached and mounted directly to the wall. All penetrations of the
building structure required for sign installation shall be neatly sealed and watertight. Color and finish
of attachments and sealant shall match adjacent exterior finishes. Surfaces of all signage are intended
to be flat without bulges, oil canning or other imperfections.

2.2 Electrical and Illumination
Fabrication and installation shall comply with all Underwriters Laboratories requirements and
applicable state and local codes. All components shall bear the U.L. label indicating approval, and be
manufactured and installed by a U.L. certified company.
All wiring, raceways, conductors, transformers, ballasts and other equipment shall be concealed from
public view. Primary electrical service to all Tenants' signs shall be tied to Tenant's electrical service.
Tenant shall provide time clocks for use in conjunction with the electrical service and be responsible
for all associated costs.
The illumination of all sign components shall be uniform in intensity and meet the 2700 Kelvin
requirement noted previously.
Illumination and electrical specifications must appear on all shop drawings submitted for approval.
The external illumination of all Tenant signs shall not exceed that which is approved by the Landlord
during the submission process. There shall be no excessive glare or coloration from lighting on
surrounding areas or on Tenant facades.
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2.3 Installation and Removals
All penetrations of any building structure required for sign installations shall be neatly sealed and
continuously maintained in watertight condition.
All contractors used by Tenants for installation, removal or service calls on signage must be fully
licensed and must provide Landlord with certificates of insurance prior to the commencement of any
work.
All methods of attachment to any structure must be detailed on shop drawings and be approved by
the Landlord.
Sign removals shall include the patching and repairing of the entire work area, plus the repainting of
any "ghosted" areas as directed by the Landlord.
Tenant’s Sign Contractor shall repair any damage caused by his work. Tenant's sign contractor must
follow the rules and regulations for T.1, contractors provided in each Tenant lease. Damage to any
structure or surface including but not limited to walls, ceilings, roofs, parapets, sidewalks,
landscaping, or parking area, that is not repaired by the Contractor shall become the Tenant's
responsibility to correct.
The Tenant's Sign Contractor shall be completely licensed by the State of California, carry Workers’
Compensation and Public Liability insurance against all damage suffered or done to any and all
persons and/or property while engaged in the construction or erection of signs.
Temporary banners, upon approval, may be displayed for ninety days with one extension allowed
upon Planning Department assessment.

3.0 General Sign Provisions
3.1 Tenant Signage
The Landlord and City encourages the use of various letter styles and colors to achieve a unique and
individual look. However, these signage guidelines limit the number of signs, sign sizes (including
width) and overall letter heights. Internal-halo illumination is required as described below.
Notwithstanding the following Specific Provisions, Tenants may utilize standard corporate logos
and/or prototypical signage graphics, subject to approval of the Landlord and City of Sebastopol.
Sign area: The building is allowed a total of 175 square feet of sign area for all signs on the building.
Each tenant, at the sole discretion of the landlord, may have a total of a minimum of 35 and a
maximum of 85 square feet of sign area for all signs on all elevations of their lease space. With a
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maximum of 35 square feet for any sign or elevation. As long as the total of all signs for all tenants
does not exceed 175 square feet.
Sign height: Signs are allowed to have letters up to 28” in height, with logo or other approved logo
element at a maximum of 30” in height.
The letters are to be 2” deep reverse pan-channel construction with aluminum faces and returns with
2700 Kelvin white LED halo lighting.
Tenants are allowed one 1 sign per lease frontage, ie: an in-line tenant is allowed 1 sign on the front
and 1 sign on the rear. The end cap tenants are allowed an additional sign on the end cap frontage, as
long as the total area for their signs does not exceed the maximum allowed per tenant and they have
an entrance on that elevation. Each sign is limited to 75% of the storefront (horizontally) and each
sign is to be centered horizontally over either an entry storefront door, or window bay. Signs are
generally to be centered vertically on the façade, with exceptions for visual enhancement to be
allowed only with written approval of the Landlord.
Illuminated signs as noted in the section(s) above. Illuminated signs shall be channel letters or
reverse pan-channel letters constructed with aluminum returns.
National and regional tenants may utilize standard corporate sign packages and/or prototypical
signage graphics subject to approval of the Landlord and City of Sebastopol.

3.3 Permanent Window Graphics
Permanent Window Graphics are those signs affixed to a storefront window. A standard font format
shall be used for the Permanent Window Graphics that indicates hours of operation, suite or street
address, open/closed and relevant information.
Signage is applied to the surface of door or window glass using vinyl graphics in one of the
following colors: gold, aluminum, silver or copper leaf, and white.
All tenants shall affix suite or street address on at least one business storefront window. Maximum
cap height for permanent identification letters shall be 2" with the exception for open/closed sign and
suite/address identification which shall not exceed a 6" cap height. The aggregate square footage of
all window signs shall not exceed twenty five (25) percent of the surface area of the window on
which it is placed.
Window signs shall not be illuminated.
All window signs, both permanent and temporary, shall be approved in writing by the Landlord, with
a copy to the City of Sebastopol Planning Department.
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4.0 Submittals & Review
No signs, permanent or temporary, shall be fabricated or installed unless the following approvals
have been obtained.
Landlord Approvals: Submit three (3) sets of plans, to scale, showing the sign elevation. This
drawing must have all materials and colors specified. At least one drawing of the sign must be in
color. The plans must also include the building elevation and the location(s) of the signs on the
building, and a site plan indicating the location of the store in the shopping center.
Once these plans are stamped and approved, one set shall be retained by the landlord, one set shall be
the tenant's copy, and the last set shall be submitted to the City of Sebastopol. If the plans submitted
to the landlord are not acceptable or require revisions, they must be resubmitted unless they are
approved "with conditions".
City of Sebastopol Permit Process: All signs are required to have a sign permit issued from the City
of Sebastopol. Three (3) sets of plans, including the stamped and approved set from the landlord, are
to be submitted to the Planning Department for approval. The next approval must be obtained from
the building department, including all mounting details for the sign. All illuminated signs require an
electrical permit.

4.1 Prohibited Signs / Banners
No Flashing, moving, or scintillating light bulbs or effects are permitted.
Window signs, other than the Permanent Window Graphics, will not be allowed. These signs include
neon signs, fiber optic/neon simulated plastic signs and border neon.
The Landlord reserves the right to determine the acceptability of signs. Noncompliant signs are to be
removed immediately upon request.
Promotional and temporary signs will not be permitted without written landlord approval and must
be in accordance with Section 4-2-7 of the Sebastopol Municipal Code.

4.2 Tenant Responsibilities
Tenants shall he responsible for the fulfillment of all requirements of these Signage Guidelines and
all applicable codes and ordinances. Each Tenant is responsible for the cost of design, fabrication,
installation, maintenance, and electricity for their own sign(s). Tenants shall be responsible for the
immediate repair of any sign or sign component or lighting, which is damaged or not illuminating
properly, and the proper maintenance of all tenant signs. All permits required by the City of
Sebastopol and associated fees, shall be obtained, and paid for by the Tenant or Tenant's
representative. Tenants shall be required to perform or cause to have performed such necessary
action to correct or repair signage within ten (10) days of written notice from Landlord.
7

All sign contractors employed or retained by Tenant must carry Workers’ Compensation and Public
Liability insurance per the lease, providing coverage against damage suffered or done to any and all
persons and/or property while engaged in the construction or erection of signs, in an amount deemed
appropriate by Lessor. Tenants shall indemnify and hold harmless the Landlord and the City of
Sebastopol from any damages that arise from the installation, maintenance or use of Tenant's
signage.
Upon the termination or conclusion of Tenant's lease, the tenant is responsible, at their sole cost, for
the removal of all signs. All signs must be removed within 30 days of the lease's termination. The
storefront fascia shall be patched, touch-up painted and otherwise repaired as detailed in previous
section of these guidelines.
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David Randolph
United Sign Systems
525 Morse Ave., ste 202
Sacramento, CA 95864
916-363-3200

August 10, 2020

Alan Montes
Associate Planner
City of Sebastopol
7120 Bodega Avenue
Sebastopol, CA 95472

Alan;
This is to request an exception for corner tenants to have an additional sign, as part of the sign program
request for the center at 231 Petaluma.
We feel the request meets finding B which states: The exception will allow a sign that is more consistent
with the architecture and development of the site, or site context, or is appropriate given the nature of
the business.
This building is a multi-tenant building and at least one of the corner tenant spaces has a public entrance
on all sides. As of the writing of this letter, the other space if unoccupied. The sign plan is written so that
if this tenant has an entrance on the end, they may add a sign over that entrance. The architecture of
the building is designed for signage on these elevations, and the signs are being placed over the
entrances or facing street or parking lot frontages, which will mark the parking areas and entrances for
the public.
Therefore, since we meet the findings for architectural consistency and the appropriateness given the
nature of the business, we ask for approval to this exception as part of the sign program.
Thank you,

David Randolph
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